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The 2015 completion of the Crystalline Grid will bring changes to the way the 

Earth and mankind will receive light. This shift in the angular rotation of 

particle spin will remove a veil from our minds and our hearts. We will all 

realize that we have been living in a dream. A new reality will begin on Earth 

after 2015, and into 2017. Huge changes will occur mid 2017. And we will be 

invited to join the Emerald Covenant sometime before 2022. The Emerald 

Covnenat is the group who made sure the Human Angelic Race would be 

saved and restored. 

 

The Heartbeat of Mother Earth will change to a rhythm that aligns 

harmoniously in rhythm with the rhythm of a new galaxy, a new universe and a 

new cosmos. As the heartbeat of Mother Earth reaches zero point, our 

heartbeats will become perfectly aligned with hers in zero point time. This 

time or rhythm will place us in absolute Oneness with Source. The way the 

rhythm changes is base pulse rhythm of the frequencies increases the 

accretion level to 4. This does not mean the fourth dimension. It means the 

level of frequency that is equivalent to the Inner Earth and allows us to 

gradually move into Median Earth of Shamballa where there are portals out 

into Tara and Gaia. 

 

Go to http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1 to listen or purchase 

MOTHER EARTHS HEARTBEAT OF LOVE. 

 

In 2014 there will be a field of cosmic light beaming around and through the 

Earth in a way that SATURATES her with a new Consciousness. The 

Consciousness is God Consciousness. The only consciousness that will be left 

on Earth is God Consciousness. The world belief systems will no longer exist. 

Man will become Christ’s who have only the mind of God. As we attune to this 

at one ment with the mind of God, our heart's desires will manifest instantly. 

The new world will be the world of our dearest dreams come true. 



The Earth has always been able to utilize the light that comes into her field. 

However, her Christ Grids in her crust were tampered with and the Christ 

Grids in the area of the Van Allen Belt were also tampered with. There was an 

electromagnetic field placed within Earth's Grids to throw her entire body off 

balance. Mother Earth's Grids are being restored now and she will be able to 

receive and transmit light from the Sun in a harmonious fashion. As the Source 

Codes enter into Earth's Christ Grids, Mother Earth will be utilizing the 

information codes and colors, the unique frequencies and programs and 

information bandwidths of the light codes within the Source Fields of the 

Light. Mother Earth's Christ Grids will be able to transpose light into 

multidimensional realities. 

 

Many sources of light will flow into our solar system through our sun, but from 

ten thousand other suns from millions of other galaxies, universes and the 

thirteen Cosmos of this Source idea. The sun from all other light beings in 

these cosmos, along with the white holes, the central sun, the light 

frequencies of all consciousness, the light of all light beings, angels and all 

light from the infinite unknown of Source Consciousness. This form of white 

light is far beyond the spectrum of visible light. The element that allows the 

new reality to become visible is the ultra violet blue flame that transmutes all 

into a new reality of all. The light from all sources have a natural filtering 

matrix and dimensional spectral distribution. Our system had a false veil 

placed around it and within our pineal glands to block us from REALITY of the 

Mind of God. 

 

In this third dimensional dream we have only been made aware of the visible 

light spectrum. There are many spectrums of light that are here, but we have 

not yet perceived because we have been blocked from our multidimensional 

selves through the karma or miasms that were placed around the music of the 

spheres, and around our pineal glands. There are many humanoids who live 

within the earth and within the sun who perceive a much larger range of light. 

Their source of light is polychromatic light emitted from the crystalline core of 

the earth which is far above our visible light spectrum. 

Polychromatic 'Whole-White' Light allows the activation of the 12 DNA strands 

between each of the visible DNA strands and contain all frequencies, creation 

codes and all particle wave formats. The immensity of light and sound that 

will become available when our white light activation occurs will be dazzling. 

 

The White Light will be transformed into ultra violet blue frequencies that 

allow all spectrums of light to be realized at once. The Christ Grid will 

transform the light particles in a way that will refract the light into tangible 

and usable energy that creates the desired new reality. the white light 

velocity that is received into the Christ Grids will be transformed into the 

visible light spectrum. 

 

 



As the white light of Source Consciousness via the Cosmic Template, enters 

into the Crust of the Earth, the Christ Grids transpose through the frequency of 

the ultra violet blue transformative light the white light and gamma rays and 

allow the breath of Source to breathe from within the Earth's Crust to 

transform the perceivable light energy into more complex geometries of 

multidimensional realities.  

 

The Christ Grids will transform the white light into morphic coded light that 

will place the Christ template into our bodies and transform our body 

templates into 12 dimensional templates. The silicon based transformation 

will occur as a natural result of silicon being unique in its crystalline 

transformation through light itself. 

Polychromatic 'Whole-White' Light allows the activation of the 12 DNA strands 

between each of the visible DNA strands and contain all frequencies, creation 

codes and all particle wave formats. The immensity of light and sound that 

will become available when our white light activation occurs will be dazzling. 

 

There will be a field of cosmic light beaming around and through the Earth in a 

way that SATURATES her with a new Consciousness. The Consciousness is 

God Consciousness. The only consciousness that will be left on Earth is God 

Consciousness. The world belief systems will no longer exist. Man will 

become Christ’s who have only the mind of God. As we attune to this at one 

ment with the mind of God, our heart's desires will manifest instantly. The 

new world will be the world of our dearest dreams come true. 

There are many stages on the way to ascending into a higher dimension. The 

first step of the ascension process is to turn all of the atom cells in the body 

into crystal cells. The crystal cell activation begins by bringing in the light 

from higher dimensions into the body through the crystal star vehicle. The 

crystal star is an electromagnetic vehicle that has the power to collect 

frequencies from all dimensions and bring those frequencies into our bodies.  

 

The reason that this can be done is because we originated from those other 

dimensions and we are returning to them by collecting the energies of light 

that we left in those dimensions. Basically, we are putting our light bodies 

back together into one piece, or into oneness. 

The meditations and music at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com take the listener 

through the process of collecting the light from all of the dimensions in this 

Earth Matrix. What is unique about the process of ascension activation is the 

fact that Crystal Magic Orchestra has already spent two years collecting all of 

the frequencies of each dimension, each entity involved in the ascension 

process in each dimension, as well as Cosmic Entities, Elementals, Entities in 

Crystal Cities, etc. etc. 

The reason that these frequencies are collected is to raise the frequencies in 

one's own body to the point of transmuting the lower frequencies into the 

higher frequencies. When this is completed is when the body may completely 

realign into the higher dimensions. That is how ascension is completed. 



The music and meditations already contain the exact frequencies needed to 

actualize, to feel, to experience this journey of collecting all of these glorious 

energies from all of our Starry Brothers. This frequency experience is the 

actual meeting of these entities. Our real identity is our frequencies. This third 

dimensional hologram is the only place in the universe where people do not 

use frequencies as the identification method. 

Those who have been only channeling or talking to entities without 

referencing that entities frequencies does not know which dimension of that 

entity they are speaking with. There were many entities disguising themselves 

as anyone they please to be in the fourth dimension astral plane for last 

several hundred years. More than ninety percent of the channelers have been 

accessing those entities, because that was their highest conception of 

something that was higher than themselves. The fourth dimension is actually 

a plane to stay out of -- not to go into. It is the astral veil that is finally being 

removed so that we can begin to know ourselves completely. 

The most important form of carbon for Ascension is a form called crystalline 

carbon, which is actually silicon. This isotope of silicon has seemingly 

magical or miraculous powers, such as giving people an ability to materialize 

physical things and move about by will. Mystics and saints have accessed 

these powers over the ages and these powers will be common place after 

Ascension. Everyone will be able to materialize their material wants and 

needs, so hunger, thirst, clothing, shelter, etcetera will no longer be issues 

and money will be of little consequence.  

 

Crystallized carbon, which is silicon, is not stable in today’s world or in this 

present solar system- the one that will exist prior to 12/21/12. So, those having 

access to it have been rare. However, to those Angelic ones who have always 

lived within this system of Light, this miraculous substance that was called 

Prana will be quite common. The Magic that ancient teachers like Mary and 

Jesus worked so hard to show to the world was this magical silicon substance 

that allows the full spectrum of light to pass through the magical breath when 

we align our consciousness to the highest frequency of our Lord God Within. 

This is the substance of crystal light, crystal dust and crystal gel that Mary, 

Raphael and Zadkiel brought to me through the Knights who kneeled before 

me in 2007, handing me these three spheres and teaching me how to use 

them, as they knew that my Soul was their Soul, and all Soul's will remember 

this frequency of light and sound once our Soul's begin their Evolution back to 

Oneness with all that Source is. 

 

I have been told that in our new solar system, the system of Light, this 

miraculous substance that was called Prana will be quite common. There is a 

new silicon based substance that appears as a result of the new Source light 

that will be coming to Earth.  



 

The light utilized by the Christ Grids can actually transform carbon based 

substance into silicon based substance through light itself. The use of crystal 

light, crystal gel and crystal dust will be the change agents in transposing our 

bodies into a higher light. 

This magical substance of instant manifestation is coming more and more 

available and more present as we learn to look into the quantum reality 

around us and to breathe the magical desires from our Mind of God, the Lord 

God of our Being. Jesus and Mary performed this magic for many to see. It is 

simply the magic of finding the Lord God within which is the Breath of Source 

and then connecting that Breath within into the Light of the Full Spectrum of 

Light- the Highest Frequency of Light. This was and is the Music of the 

Spheres Technology of Transmutation into Oneness. 

 

Those who have been living on this third dimensional plane of reality have 

been blocked from the light of reality for many eons. The human belief system 

is a reflection of the veil placed around the Earth through metatronic 

electromagnetic particle spin patterns that have caused a continuous angular 

rotation of particle spin of the light and sound on this planet to be completely 

distorted. 

 

The dark ones, fallen angels, and members of the Death Star fleet have been 

planning on destroying this little planet for the past 25,000 years by engaging 

the metatronic pole reversal spin. Their plan is not going to happen because 

the higher frequencies can always transmute the lower frequencies. Our 

Starry Brothers of Light will transmute the darkness. 

 

The angular rotation of particle spin will be corrected on this planet to be in 

balance and harmony with the entire Cosmos. There is only one way to 

transform the entire Cosmos and everything in it. The Breath of Source will 

breathe the new idea into the Cosmic Template of the twelve Cosmic Families 

into the 13th Cosmic Reality, which is the NEW IDEA. 

That Cosmic idea will be breathed into the Universal Realm to crystallize into 

a new form of star dust that changes the reality from carbon based reality into 

a silica based reality. That Christic dust reality from our Universal Creators 

will breathe the New Reality from the 12 Cosmos of our original Matrix back 

into Sun Alcyone for a new idea to be born. 

 

The all inclusive White Light will transform the angular rotation of particle 

spin in a way that allows no shadows to block our At One Ment with our 

Spiritual Self as our Spiritual Body, which is now invisible, actually surrounds 

and penetrates our physical body. 

The first layer of Blue Body light is one foot around our body. The light body 



that is three feet around our body is the body that we can step into if we 

choose to leave this body and step into our Aquafarian body. We also consist 

of one sphere that is about twenty feet around our physical body that allows 

us to travel within it, and the most important sphere, which is about 60 feet 

around us which is the complete Cosmic Template of transformation which we 

can use to ignite the spark of Source to create the Ultra Violet Blue Flame to 

penetrate our bodies. Our Cosmic Template can be used to activate the 

totality of Source Consciousness into our field of reality and into our bodies.  

We connect our breath through the use of the Music of the Spheres technology 

to ignite the spark of Source on the outer ring of the Cosmic template. That 

spark creates the ultra violet blue flame of transformation. We must ignite this 

flame and inhale it into our Souls, our Heart, our head and into every cell in 

our bodies cells in order to transform our bodies into this Oneness vehicle of 

the Spiritual and Physical Bodies. 

 

The Sun and the Earth are able to transform into whatever condition or reality 

that is needed for those of us who are journeying within them. When our 

Cosmic and Christic starry families made the decision to allow us to move out 

of this stone age that has kept our reality separated from us, they first had to 

complete an ongoing war with all of the billions of dark worlds who have been 

controlling us. 

 

The position and magnitude of the New Sun will make it impossible for the 

dark ones to do anything besides become transmuted into the New Spectrum 

of Light and Sound. The Earth will ascend into a new form of etheric 

substance as the new crystal light, crystal dust and crystal gel magical pranic 

substance transform her skin and our skin into a liquid, gelaisic, powdery 

substance that transforms through a crystalline structure into a new silica 

based substance. As many of you have already heard, the transformation is 

much like the cocoon holding the new idea of the butterfly until it translates 

into its new form. 

 

As our bodies are transforming into a new crystalline structure, we are 

becoming attuned into a oneness with the Source field of all realities. We are 

being made one with the spiritual substance that was invisible to us. Our eyes 

will see this new reality because the seal that was placed in our pineal glands 

will melt away and our pituitary third eye will blossom forth to allow us to see 

spectrums of light that we could not see before. 

As the Mind of God has always seen from above in a 360 degree spectrum, so 

will our minds and eyes become transformed into oneness with the Mind of 

God. Those on Earth who tune in to this new spectrum of reality will absorb 

more light. The more light one absorbs, the more new reality will be seen from 

the within to the without. 

As Mother Earth shifts into her new crystalline structure, so do we. The 



Ascension process is always harmonic. Our hearts and souls contain the same 

consciousness as Mother Earth. All transformation is happening from the 

inside out. Every time we have had an ache or pain in our shoulder and back 

muscles, it is because there has been a fallen agenda placed within the rod 

and staff of Mother Earth. As our Consciousness clears and expands it is 

because the light spectrum of the ultra violet blue flame of transformation is 

entering into the Earths skin.  

 

When the Cosmic Template completely embodies Mother Earth, our 

Consciousness will gain a 360 degree perspective of reality. This is what is 

really meant by the removal of duality. It has nothing to do with the left brain 

and right brain uniting into oneness, or a new type of education that utilizes 

both the left and right sides of the brain. When the full spectrum of Source 

Consciousness penetrates our minds, the neocortex which holds all of the 

repeating dreams of this material world will be melted down, transmuted and 

seen as nothingness. The True mind of man will be the Frequency Specific 

part of the brain which is the mid brain. The pineal gland and the pituitary 

glands are frequency specific. They allow the light and sound of the Mind of  

God to create a movie. We will be making God's movie instead of repeating 

man's movie or the world's movies over and over again. 

The new light that is transforming Mother Earth's body is bringing her into 

Oneness with her Tara Body, her Gaia Body, and two more etheric bodies from 

the Maya Template and Aquafarian Template. The etheric template holding 

the sentinel of Mother Earth has awaited this transformation for billions of 

years. 

 

As Mother Earth became more and more dense during the fall of Tara and the 

fall of Gaia, and the fall of Atlantis, she was turning in on herself. Layers upon 

layers of reality have turned into the density that we now stand upon. This is 

why we must have a resurrection before we can have an ascension. All of 

those old realities are rising from within causing tectonic plates under the 

ocean to shift and move and allow a new transmuted reality to arise from 

within. After we complete the merging with all of our incarnate selves of the 

past ten million years, then we can begin merging with our Galactic selves, 

our Over Souls, our monadic God Selves, our Christic Selves and our Cosmic 

Family of Consciousness.  

 

What has been blocking this merge? The term that has been use is karma. 

Karma is a miasm, an error, a inharmonic tone, an idea that was not in tune 

with the Consciousness of the Mind of God. Our true multidimensional selves 

are spheres within spheres within spheres. Between these spheres there are 

ideas which are inharmonic that must be dissolved by the light, they must be 

transmuted by the higher frequencies. The Music of the Spheres is the 

technology that melts away all of the karma so that all selves may reunite 



harmonically, harmoniously and in tune with God. When that state is achieved 

we will be in the state of Bliss. We will be attuned with our incarnate selves. 

After that, we begin harmonically aligning into our Over Souls, our Monadic 

Selves, etc. We must do this one step at a time until we completely 

understand the true technology of the Music of the Spheres. The true music is 

the breath of Source transmuting all into one harmonic new reality. 

As our new light spectrum expands, so will Mother Earth expand back into and 

transmute into a new light. The realms of the old realities into the brand new 

multidimensional reality.Each entity on this planet is returning into oneness 

with all of the selves that they have been over the past billions of years. As 

the light melts away the karmic layers or miasms that are blocking the 

oneness of all of our incarnate selves, galactic selves, Christic selves and 

cosmic selves, the more multidimensional we will become. 

 

The shadows that have blocked us from transmuting into oneness will 

dissolve and we will enter the state of Bliss. When we find out that those 

fears, angers, humiliations and frustrations were simply shadows that blocked 

us form knowing our multidimensional selves, we will realize that this life was 

just a hologram of all the past problems that were not in tune with Source 

Consciousness just waiting to be dissolved into the light. 

WHERE DESIRES INSTANTLY MANIFEST 

 

We will return to the state of consciousness where the only consciousness is 

the Mind of God. As we breathe and think and co-create through the mind of 

God our desires will instantly manifest. The rate of manifestation currently 

depends on the distance between ones self and their ignition of the spark of 

Source allowing them to inhale the allness of Source frequencies into their 

consciousness, into every nano-particle of their being. 

That breath of Source must become saturated in this present density until the 

physical turns into the spiritual. The light of Source carries the frequencies of 

Infinite ideas ready to assimilate into individual ideas. Within the White Light 

Spectrum all realities exist at once. When we become transformed into beings 

who can see from all angles, all realms, all varieties of realities through the 

ultra violet flame of transformation. We will be multidimensional 

consciousness that can be standing on the Earth and Orbing around the 

Galaxy, or we can transform this physical hertzian frequency into the infra red 

that allows us to see from 360 degree perspective. Or, we can gain the x-ray 

vision that allows us to see invisible through the visible, or we can step into 

our Cosmic Template and become transformed into another unversed of 

realities. 

 

As the new light from Source Consciousness brings its template of the New 

Idea into the Earth's Christ Grid, which is contained from one foot below the 

Earth's crust and up into our atmosphere and one foot above our heads in the 



personal realm, the new light will be utilized by the Consciousness of the 

Christ Grid. 

 

The White Light will be transformed into ultra violet blue frequencies that 

allow all spectrums of light to be realized at once. The Christ Grid will 

transform the light articles in a way that will refract the light into tangible and 

usable energy that creates the desired new reality. the white light velocity 

that is received into the Christ Grids will be transformed into the visible light 

spectrum. 

 

As the white light of Source Consciousness via the Cosmic Template, enters 

into the Crust of the Earth, the Christ Grids transpose through the frequency of 

the ultra violet blue transformative light the white light and gamma rays and 

allow the breath of Source to breathe from within the Earth's Crust to 

transform the perceivable light energy into more complex geometries of 

multidimensional realities. The Christ Grids will transform the white light into 

morphic coded light that will place the Christ template into our bodies and 

transform our body templates into 12 dimensional templates. The silicon 

based transformation will occur as a natural result of silicon being unique in 

its crystalline transformation through light itself. 

 

The 2012 completion of the Crystalline Grid will bring changes to the way the 

Earth and mankind will receive light. This shift in the angular rotation of 

particle spin will remove a veil from our minds and our hearts. We will all 

realize that we have been living in a dream. A new reality will begin on Earth 

after December 2012.  

 

The Heartbeat of Mother Earth will change to a rhythm that aligns 

harmoniously in rhythm with the rhythm of a new galaxy, a new universe and a 

new cosmos. As the heartbeat of Mother Earth reaches zero point, our 

heartbeats will become perfectly aligned with hers in zero point time. This 

time or rhythm will place us in absolute Oneness with Source. 

The Earth has always been able to utilize the light that comes into her field. 

However, her Christ Grids in her crust were tampered with and the Christ 

Grids in the area of the Van Allen Belt were also tampered with. There was an 

electromagnetic field placed within Earth's Grids to throw her entire body off 

balance. Mother Earth's Grids are being restored now and she will be able to 

receive and transmit light from the Sun in a harmonious fashion. As the Source 

Codes enter into Earth's Christ Grids, Mother Earth will be utilizing the 

information codes and colors, the unique frequencies and programs and 

information bandwidths of the light codes within the Source Fields of the 

Light. Mother Earth's Christ Grids will be able to transpose light into 

multidimensional realities. 



Many sources of light will flow into our solar system through our sun, but from 

ten thousand other suns from millions of other galaxies, universes and the 

thirteen Cosmos of this Source idea. The sun from all other light beings in 

these cosmos, along with the white holes, the central sun, the light 

frequencies of all consciousness, the light of all light beings, angels and all 

light from the infinite unknown of Source Consciousness. This form of white 

light is far beyond the spectrum of visible light. The element that allows the 

new reality to become visible is the ultra violet blue flame that transmutes all 

into a new reality of all. The light from all sources have a natural filtering 

matrix and dimensional spectral distribution. Our system had a false veil 

placed around it and within our pineal glands to block us from REALITY of the 

Mind of God. 

 

In this third dimensional dream we have only been made aware of the visible 

light spectrum. There are many spectrums of light that are here, but we have 

not yet perceived because we have been blocked from our multidimensional 

selves through the karma or miasms that were placed around the music of the 

spheres, and around our pineal glands. There are many humanoids who live 

within the earth and within the sun who perceive a much larger range of light. 

Their source of light is polychromatic light emitted from the crystalline core of 

the earth which is far above our visible light spectrum. 

Polychromatic 'Whole-White' Light allows the activation of the 12 DNA strands 

between each of the visible DNA strands and contain all frequencies, creation 

codes and all particle wave formats. The immensity of light and sound that 

will become available when our white light activation occurs will be dazzling. 

 

There will be a field of cosmic light beaming around and through the Earth in a 

way that SATURATES her with a new Consciousness. The Consciousness is 

God Consciousness. The only consciousness that will be left on Earth is God 

Consciousness. The world belief systems will no longer exist. Man will 

become Christ’s who have only the mind of God. As we attune to this at one 

ment with the mind of God, our heart's desires will manifest instantly. The 

new world will be the world of our dearest dreams come true. 

 

There are many stages on the way to ascending into a higher dimension. The 

first step of the ascension process is to turn all of the atom cells in the body 

into crystal cells. The crystal cell activation begins by bringing in the light 

from higher dimensions into the body through the crystal star vehicle. The 

crystal star is an electromagnetic vehicle that has the power to collect 

frequencies from all dimensions and bring those frequencies into our bodies. 

The reason that this can be done is because we originated from those other 

dimensions and we are returning to them by collecting the energies of light 

that we left in those dimensions. Basically, we are putting our light bodies 

back together into one piece, or into oneness. 



The meditations and music at take the listener through the process of 

collecting the light from all of the dimensions in this Earth Matrix. What is 

unique about the process of ascension activation is the fact that Crystal 

Magic Orchestra has already spent two years collecting all of the frequencies 

of each dimension, each entity involved in the ascension process in each 

dimension, as well as Cosmic Entities, Elementals, Entities in Crystal Cities, 

etc. etc. 

The reason that these frequencies are collected is to raise the frequencies in 

one's own body to the point of transmuting the lower frequencies into the 

higher frequencies. When this is completed is when the body may completely 

realign into the higher dimensions. That is how ascension is completed. 

The music and meditations already contain the exact frequencies needed to 

actualize, to feel, to experience this journey of collecting all of these glorious 

energies from all of our Starry Brothers. This frequency experience is the 

actual meeting of these entities. Our real identity is our frequencies. This third 

dimensional hologram is the only place in the universe where people do not 

use frequencies as the identification method. 

Those who have been only channeling or talking to entities without 

referencing that entities frequencies does not know which dimension of that 

entity they are speaking with. There were many entities disguising themselves 

as anyone they please to be in the fourth dimension astral plane for last 

several hundred years. More than ninety percent of the channelers have been 

accessing those entities, because that was their highest conception of 

something that was higher than themselves. The fourth dimension is actually 

a plane to stay out of -- not to go into. It is the astral veil that is finally being 

removed so that we can begin to know ourselves completely. 

The most important form of carbon for Ascension is a form called crystalline 

carbon, which is actually silicon. This isotope of silicon has seemingly 

magical or miraculous powers, such as giving people an ability to materialize 

physical things and move about by will. Mystics and saints have accessed 

these powers over the ages and these powers will be common place after 

Ascension. Everyone will be able to materialize their material wants and 

needs, so hunger, thirst, clothing, shelter, etcetera will no longer be issues 

and money will be of little consequence.  

Crystallized carbon, which is silicon, is not stable in today’s world or in this 

present solar system- the one that will exist prior to 12/21/12. So, those having 

access to it have been rare. However, to those Angelic ones who have always 

lived within this system of Light, this miraculous substance that was called 

Prana will be quite common. The Magic that Mary and Jesus worked so hard 

to show to the world was this magical silicon substance that allows the full 

spectrum of light to pass through the magical breath when we align our 

consciousness to the highest frequency of our Lord God Within. This is the 

substance of crystal light, crystal dust and crystal gel that Mary, Raphael and 

Zadkiel brought to me through the Knights who kneeled before me in 2007, 



handing me these three spheres and teaching me how to use them, as they 

knew that my Soul was their Soul, and all Soul's will remember this frequency 

of light and sound once our Soul's begin their Evolution back to Oneness with 

all that Source is. 

I have been told that in our new solar system, the system of Light, this 

miraculous substance that was called Prana will be quite common. There is a 

new silicon based substance that appears as a result of the new Source light 

that will be coming to Earth. The light utilized by the Christ Grids can actually 

transform carbon based substance into silicon based substance through light 

itself. The use of crystal light, crystal gel and crystal dust will be the change 

agents in transposing our bodies into a higher light. 

This magical substance of instant manifestation is coming more and more 

available and more present as we learn to look into the quantum reality 

around us and to breathe the magical desires from our Mind of God, the Lord 

God of our Being. Jesus and Mary performed this magic for many to see. It is 

simply the magic of finding the Lord God within which is the Breath of Source 

and then connecting that Breath within into the Light of the Full Spectrum of 

Light- the Highest Frequency of Light. This was and is the Music of the 

Spheres Technology of Transmutation into Oneness. 

PRINCIPLES OF MANIFESTATION 

In order to manifest a new idea, we must go beyond the boundaries of 

everything that we already know exists. The mind of God will allow anything 

to become instantly manifest in our reality field when we ask to create 

something that exists outside of the reality field of the world that only exists 

within our personality. 

When we choose to create a new idea, it must come from infinite unknown - 

the All Seeing, All Knowing, Omnipotent Mind of the One Eternal God. If the 

idea being created doesn't originate from this one Divine Source, it isn't a new 

idea. If it isn't a new idea, it has already been created. It is already in the 

world of concepts. It is already being recycled over and over again. God 

doesn't create from recycled energy. God creates from Brand new energy that 

comes from the Brand new Idea of Infinite Imagination. 

The new ideas first exist in the subatomic structures. These invisible, 

quantum ideas must be created in the highest realm and then they can exist 

as atomic structures that form into visible light and take form in the hertzian 

and infra red levels of manifestation. 

All creation begins at the ultra fine zero point frequency level of the Divine 

Source breathing the idea into the Cosmic realm. This ultra fine omni particle 

shimmers and sparks into a frequency that becomes a plasma cloud. This 

cloud shifts into the field of all potentials. The potential of the idea remains in 

the fabric of the mind of God. That fabric is woven into the idea that becomes 

manifest at all levels of light and sound. 



That idea becomes the negative of the film that will become processed in the 

mind of God. So each thought that manifests is created exactly like a film that 

is processed into a picture album or a movie. When we co-create through the 

mind of God, we are making God's movie. That is what we will begin to do in 

2013. The world will end. That movie called the world was not God's movie. 

That movie was made by liars that kept us from seeing the reality of God's 

movie. We have just been watching other people's movies. The movie made by 

God comes from the co-creative activity of our own mind of God within us. Our 

Souls and our Mid Brain hold the technology that will create the movie made 

from the mind of God. That is how the world will end. We will soon discover 

that all of the lies we see being reproduced by the film of the world has been 

an out right lie. We have not yet seen reality as of the year 2012. Reality will 

truly appear in 2013. 

We must become humble enough to allow something to come forth that we do 

not know anything about. We must be willing to allow a brand new reality to 

appear. We cannot create a NEW WORLD until we completely dissolve the old 

one. The World must End. It must become transmuted into a higher frequency. 

We must be relocated into a new time, a new reality. We must be relocated to 

the time in which all that has come before all that is and all that will come 

after was created in the mind of God. All that exists is the divine blue print of 

the film from God's Movie --not the man made movie of the world. 

The film that carries the new movie must be processed in the mind of God 

which is the infinite unknown, omnipresent, omnipotent, omni knowing, 

Consciousness which fills infinity. This infinite all knowing lies outside of the 

boundaries of our present knowing. We have not yet allowed for it to manifest 

in our lives. 

When the idea is given to God to manifest from the unlimited knowingness of 

all that can be, the idea will bloom forth in a form so glorious, so 

unimaginable, so wonderful, that you will know that it came from the mind of 

God. If the manifestation is not so glorious that you know that maybe it was 

not an original idea from God, it is simply an idea that you are recycling out of 

old ideas that you once heard of before. 

The ideas that are now manifest must come from a stream of consciousness 

so brand new that the idea has always existed from before the world began, 

before the cosmos began, before time began. The idea must come from 

ALWAYS WAS, ALWAYS IS and ALWAYS WILL BE. This idea must be an 

ETERNAL IDEA. 

THE GLORIOUS END OF THE WORLD 

Our world will end as we are transformed forever through one inhale from the 

mind of God. This mind of God includes all of the realities and wisdoms and 

creations and dominions that have existed before us and after us. We can now 

access all of that reality as it is transformed into a brand new wisdom, a brand 



new reality that has never existed before. It has never existed before, 

because we have never co-created with the mind of God before. We will exist 

within an incredible wonder, a magical imagination, an infinite participation 

within the nature of God. We will be invited to play in the outer band- the 

realms beyond the 15th sphere, where only god's are invited to play and 

create within the infinite unknown playground of creation. The outer band of 

creation is infinite in its possibilities. It allows each individual to create within 

individual freedom all that is individually known within his own realm. This 

individual creation does not need to be woven from the dreams of others.  

There is enough room in infinity to fill rooms with mansions of realities that 

contain more rooms with mansions of realities that are so vast with new ideas 

that there is no reason to search outside of oneself for fulfillment, 

entertainment, interaction or competition. Each moment will be completely 

filled with instantly manifesting a new idea. 

When we begin this co-creation we do not need to see the ideas as pictures, 

we only need to train our brain to utilize frequencies. When we can stretch our 

consciousness into the Frequency of the Mind of God, it is that frequency that 

holds the infinity of ideas that can manifest within our perceptual realm. Our 

perception changes in frequency when we shift into our mid brain which is 

frequency specific. All manifestations are a result of the frequencies held in 

the mid brain. We know that mind of god is flowing through us and in us and 

around us and it is flowing through the lower cerebellum and into the mid 

brain and it is being activated as entire prisms of frequencies weaving 

together into pictures that manifest in front of us. This magical transformation 

happens when the outer band of the infinite Source flips into the inner band of 

the fifteenth dimension, the Cosmic realm flips into the inner band of the 

Christic Sphere and the Outer realm of the Christic flips into the Fifth Sphere. 

We will become sixth dimensional man walking within the realms of the 12th 

dimensional Christic selfhood. We become living, walking Christ’s who carry 

the mind of God. All we need is a brain that can utilize the Highest Frequency 

of the Mind of God. 

 


